
the memory cloud

Professional cemetery 
management software

The best partner for cemetery 
management at its finest



manager side

The avant-garde technologies used mean that no installation is 
required. It works on all desktop or mobile systems and centralizes 
in real time data keyed in by different users. 

technical

The software is very intuitive and does not require any specific 
knowledge. It is easy to understand and will allow managers to 
easily handle reservations and burials, create services, generate 
records, or issue customized invoices.

intuitive

user-friendly The fully graphic display makes it unique and extremely user-
friendly. The interface has been cleverly designed to enhance 
its use and its versatility. The era of endless complicated forms 
is well and truly over.

ethernal  is unique due to its geographical representation of 
the site. A fully interactive map provides access to data specific 
to each plot via a combination of tooltips and sidebars. All the 
crucial information appears at the touch of a button.

visual

ethernal is a professional site management software 
specially designed to address the growing need for 
computerization of cemeteries.

professional

n   Full visual map management

n   Photographs of the graves 

n   Creation of plot templates

n   Ultra-fast search of a person, plot or relatives 

n   Add/Delete plots easily on the map 

n   Display the names or plot numbers directly on the map

n   Multi-level grave management 

n   Full management of the deceased and non-deceased (relatives, payers) 

n   Management and creation of services

n   Management of reservations and burials 

n   File management

features

n   Simplified editing of any data on the system 

n   Leasehold management and capacity estimates 

n   Automatic generation and archiving of invoices or records 

n   Customizable summary dashboard 

n   Statistical engine 

n   Multi-platform deployment on iPhone, iPad, Android, Windows, Mac Os, Linux

n   Viewing interface on public access sites (kiosks, touch screens, mobile devices) 

n   Web interface for online viewing 

n   On-board mobile system for updates, taking pictures and geolocalization

n   Security and daily backups 

n   Remote connection allowing fast offsite interventions



intuitive
innovating

modern
unique

benefits

ethernal  requires no training and no 
installation. From the beginning, it will 
save time and offer outstanding levels 
of professionalism and rationalization. 

A pioneering software, together with a 
dedicated, qualified, responsive and  
customer-orientated team make it the 
ideal setup for a long-term partnership.
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Let’s talk !

Acub Sàrl

Av. Eugène-Pittard 22ter

1206 Geneva, 
Switzerland

info@acub.ch

We will be happy to 
answer your calls, 
Monday to Friday,

9 am - 6 pm 

+41 22 / 347 20 16

www.acub.ch

Searching for a loved one has never been so easy. In a few seconds, it is 
now possible to find the exact location of a grave on a map, together with 
all the related data. 

Visitors are able to view the data from kiosks located at the cemetery’s 
entrance. No one will ever get lost, or need further information ever again. 

Information pages containing text, pictures, sounds and videos will bring 
another dimension to the visit. Visitors will have access to cultural data via 
their mobile phones or tablets, whilst walking through the aisles. 

For those unable to travel or wishing to plan their visit, they may now view 
the entire system from home directly on the cemetery’s website.  

The “memory Cloud”. This is the central database 
that will allow people from around the world to 
search through all the cemeteries equipped with 
ethernal.

The cemetery’s address and the plot’s location 
appear very quickly and those who have been 
searching for a relative for many years will finally get 
their wish granted. 

visitor side


